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General Surgery Residency at Tallahassee Memorial HealthCare

The residency's two PGY-5 chiefs matched in fellowship
programs for the 2021-2022 academic year. Dr. Justin
Lee will be completing a bariatric surgery fellowship at
Advent Health in Tampa; and, Dr. Aaron Hayson will be
completing a vascular surgery fellowship at Ochsner
Health Center in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Congratulations to both of these resident physicians.
Follow us on Instagram:

Dermatology Residency at Dermatology Associates of Tallahassee

DRAPS Student Suture Clinic
PGY-4 Co-Chief Resident Dr. Shalini Thareja recently
taught the Dermatology Research and Practice Scholars
various techniques for suturing. The students then got to
practice these techniques on pigs feet.
DRAPS participants are students who have completed
their undergraduate degree, and will be applying for
medical school or a physician assistant program in the
near future.

Internal Medicine Residency at Tallahassee Memorial HealthCare

New Baby Boy
PGY-3 Resident Dr. Guerdine Alcius and Guy Claude
welcomed a beautiful, bouncing baby boy on 9.9.20.
Dominic G. Gracien was born at 11:26 p.m. weighing 5
pounds and 1 ounce. Congratulations!

Global Health Fellowship at Lee Health (Fort Myers)

Virtual Recruitment
Fellows Drs. Alice Shallcross (top) and Bradley
Green (bottom), Program Director Dr. Alfred Gitu
(center), and new faculty (former fellow) Dr. Hailon
Wong participated in a virtual fellowship fair during the
Global Health Summit. They met many prospective
candidates and also learned invaluable lessons from
other institutions around the country.
Special thanks to Drs. Green and Wong who
participated as they could in the midst of providing
patient care, and to all for eloquently articulating the
unique aspects of the program..

Graduate Medical Education Division

Program Completion Portraits
Annually, Graduate Medical Education Division staff
have prepared a framed portrait of the photos and
names of residents and fellows who have completed
their training in that calendar year. In 2020, there were
34 graduates. The portraits are hung just outside of the
GME office.

Special thanks this year to Jessee Graham and Mark
Bauer at the college.

GME Wellness Sub-Committee Newsbyte

Let There be Light
Seasonal affective disorder is a well-known side effect
of living in the colder, overcast North. The closer to the
North Pole one gets, the longer the dreary days last. As
physicians we think about how the weather impacts our
mood; however our Northern counterparts may
recommend patients buy UV lamps and write
prescriptions for antidepressants!
Newsbyte
Contributed by Dr. Tatianna Pizzutto
PGY-3 Co-Chief Resident, Family Medicine at Lee
Health
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